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We study Hochschild (co)homology groups of the Dunkl operator quantization of
Z2-singularity constructed by Halbout and Tang. Further, we study traces on this
algebra and prove a local algebraic index formula.
1 Introduction
Quantizations of symplectic orbifolds were constructed bymany authors [13, 16, 22]. The
main idea in the constructions is that the classical quantization methods on a symplec-
tic manifold M can be made equivariantly with respect to the action of a finite group G,
and therefore can be generalized to the orbifold M/G. Let us denote the algebra of quan-
tized functions by AM/G((h¯)). With the efforts of many authors [4, 15, 17–19], we have
come to understand the Hochschild and cyclic (co)homology groups of and algebraic
index theory on AM/G((h¯)).
In [11], modeled by the Dunkl operator, Halbout and Tang constructed an algebra
AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) as an interesting deformation of the algebra AM/Z2((h¯)) when G = Z2.
This deformation is a global version of a symplectic reflection algebra introduced
by Etingof and Ginzburg [7] (also see [6]). We devote this paper to study Hochschild
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(co)homology groups of the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)). Such study could not only help
in understanding the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), but also shed light on the relationship
between this algebra and the geometry of the singularity. Our hope is that our efforts in
this paper could eventually lead to a full generalization of the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))
to general An type singularities.
Halbout and Tang’s original construction (see [11, Section 4]) of AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))
is through a global gluing procedure. Such a global construction makes it dif-
ficult to compute the cohomology groups of this algebra. Our solution (Proposi-
tions 8 and 9) to this problem is construct a presheaf of algebras on M/Z2, the
space of global sections of which defines the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)). This cru-
cial improvement gives the key to compute the Hochschild homology of the alge-
bra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)). It turns out to coincide with shifted Chen–Ruan cohomology
groups of M/Z2 with coefficients in C((h¯1))((h¯2)). To compute the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)),AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) of the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), we were first
tempted to apply Van Den Bergh duality [24, 25] in the framework of bornological alge-
bras following [4]. However, it is not clear that even in this context, AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) has
a resolution by finitely generated bimodules. We therefore proceed to prove that there
exists θ ∈HH2n(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) such that the cap product
θ ∩ − : HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)),AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) →HH2n−•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))),
is an isomorphism of C((h¯1))((h¯2))-modules. This is proved by verifying a similar asser-
tion for the algebra of quantum functions on M/Z2.
With a good understanding of the Hochschild (co)homology groups of the algebra
AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), we study traces on this algebra, together with a related local alge-
braic index theorem. Our main new discovery is an explicit trace formula on the
Dunkl–Weyl algebra D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) generalizing Fedosov’s γ -trace [17]. Using this local
trace, we define a global trace on the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) following the idea of [17].
We prove a local index formula for the evaluation of this trace on 1. This local index
formula may be viewed as a homological detector of the fact that AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is
a second quantization of the ring of quantum functions on M/Z2. By the Hochschild
homology of AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), we know that there should be one more trace on this alge-
bra that forms a C((h¯1))((h¯2))-basis for the space of traces on AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) along with
the trace that we have explicitly constructed. Unfortunately, we have not been able to
give a local explicit construction of the latter trace. Instead, we succeed in giving an
abstract construction of this trace using functors in the derived category of sheaves. It
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would be very interesting to have a better understanding of this trace, and we plan to
come back to this question in the future.
1.1 Organization of this paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study properties of the
Dunkl–Weyl algebra D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). We compute its Hochschild (co)homology groups. We
prove an explicit trace formula on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). In Section 3, we compute the Hochschild
(co)homology groups of the algebra AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) with a refined construction of this
algebra. By the end of Section 3, we are left with some technical propositions that have to
be proved in order to complete the proofs of the main results in this section. In Section 4,
we study traces on AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) and prove a local algebraic index formula. We use
our knowledge of trace densities to prove the technical propositions required to com-
plete the main results of Section 3.
2 Formal Computations
In this section, we compute the Hochschild homology of formal analogs of the symplectic
reflection algebras defined by [7]. As a special case, we obtain the Hochschild homology
of the Dunkl–Weyl algebra D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) constructed in [11]. We then provide an explicit
formula for the unique normalized C((h¯1))((h¯2))-linear trace φ on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). Using
φ and the Hochschild 2n− 2-cocycle τ2n−2 from [10], we construct a Hochschild 2n− 2-
cocycle ψ2n−2 of the formal Dunkl–Weyl algebra Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). We then
prove a local Riemann–Roch theorem for a version of this cocycle.
2.1 Hochschild homology
Let G be a finite subgroup of Sp(2n,C). Then G acts by automorphisms on the Weyl
algebra
An((h¯1)) := C〈x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn〉((h¯1))〈[xi, yi]= h¯1,1≤ i ≤n; [xi, yj]= 0, i 
= j〉 .
Let aj denote the number of conjugacy classes of elements of G having eigenvalue 1 with
multiplicity j. Let AGn ((h¯1)) denote the subalgebra of elements in An((h¯1)) fixed by G. One
has the following result.
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Theorem 1 ([1]).
HH j(A
G
n ((h¯1))) ∼=HH2n− j(AGn ((h¯1)),AGn ((h¯1))) ∼= C((h¯1))aj . 
Standing assumption and notations. We recall that when the triple (C2n,
∑n
i=1 dxi ∧
dyi,G) is indecomposable in the sense of [7], then aj = 0 for odd j (see [7, Equation
(2.12)]). We shall henceforth assume that this is the case. For notational brevity,
we shall henceforth denote AGn ((h¯1)) by A
G
n , keeping in mind that A
G
n is an algebra
over C((h¯1)).
In particular, HH2(AGn ,A
G
n ) is a vector space of dimension a2n−2 over C((h¯1)). The
number a2n−2 is the number of conjugacy classes of symplectic reflections in G. This is
nonzero in general. In other words, AGn has nontrivial formal deformations in general.
Let θ ∈HH2(AGn ,AGn ). Then θ defines a C((h¯1))((h¯2))-linear star product  on AGn ((h¯2)) such
that
a  b= ab+ h¯2(. . .) for a,b∈ AGn ,
by [7, Theorem 1.3]. Denote the algebra (AGn ((h¯2)), ) by B
θ ((h¯2)). One has the following
generalization of a part of Theorem 1.
Proposition 1.
HH j(B
θ ((h¯2))) ∼= C((h¯1))((h¯2))aj ∼=HH2n− j(Bθ ((h¯2)), Bθ ((h¯2))). 
Proof. We note that Bθh¯2 := (AGn h¯2, ) is a subalgebra of Bθ ((h¯2)). Further, as modules
over C((h¯1))h¯2,
C•(Bθ ((h¯2))) = lim−→
p≥0
h¯−p2 C•(B
θh¯2).
Therefore, to show that HH j(Bθ ((h¯2))) ∼= C((h¯1))((h¯2))aj , it suffices to show that
HH j(B
θh¯2) ∼= C((h¯1))h¯2aj . (1)
For this, put FpC•(Bθh¯2) := h¯−p2 C•(Bθh¯2) for p≤ 0. This is a complete, increasing
exhaustive filtration on C•(Bθh¯2). The completeness of this filtration follows from the
facts that Ch¯2= lim←−k≥0
C h¯2
h¯k2C h¯2
and that C•(Bθh¯2) is a complex of flat Ch¯2-modules.
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This filtration yields a spectral sequence such that
E1pq =Hp+q
(
FpC•
Fp−1C•
)
∼= h¯−p2 C((h¯1))ap+q for p≤ 0,
with E1pq = 0 otherwise. The isomorphism above is a consequence of Theorem 1. Clearly,
this spectral sequence is bounded above. Since ap+q = 0 for p+ q-odd, E1pq = E∞pq in
this case. By the complete convergence theorem, this spectral sequence converges
to HHp+q(Bθh¯2). From this, Equation (1) is immediate, proving that HH j(Bθ ((h¯2))) ∼=
C((h¯1))((h¯2))aj .
The same filtration arguments as above work to prove the statement about
Hochschild cohomology. Alternatively, the proof of Theorem 5 applies to this special
case to compute the Hochschild cohomology of Bθ ((h¯2)) from its Hochschild homology.
We leave the details of the latter proof to our readers. 
Remark. Alternatively, by suitably modifying the proof of [4, Proposition 6], we can
prove that Bθ ((h¯2)) is in the class of VB(2n) (See [4, Proposition 2]); then we can obtain
the Hochschild cohomology of Bθ ((h¯2)) from its Hochschild homology using the Van den
Bergh duality [24, 25]. 
In what follows, we consider a special example of Bθ ((h¯2)). Let n= 1, G = Z2 with
the generator γ of G acting on C〈x, y〉 by multiplication with −1. Consider the formal
symplectic reflection algebra
R := C〈x, y〉((h¯1))((h¯2))  Z2
〈[y, x]= h¯1(1+2 h¯2γ )2 〉
.
Recall that by the PBW theorem there is a vector space isomorphism between C[x, y] 
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) and R identifying the commutative monomial xayb with the image in R of
the (noncommutative) monomial xayb. Let e := 1+γ2 and let
D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) := C[x, y]Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)).
Note that D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is isomorphic (as C((h¯1))((h¯2))-modules) to the spherical
subalgebra eRe of R as introduced in [7]. Explicitly, this isomorphism identifies
f ∈D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) with f.e ∈ eRe. As a result, the product on R induces a star product
on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). It was shown in [11] that the star product on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) induces a
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star product on C∞(D)Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) for any 0<  ≤∞ (where D denotes the open disk of
radius  centered at the origin in R2). This was done by exhibiting an explicit Moyal-type
formula for the product on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) [11, Theorem 3.10]. Let D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) denote
C∞(R2)Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) equipped with the star product induced by that on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)).
The proof of the following proposition is completely analogous to that of a part of Propo-
sition 1. It is therefore omitted. More generally, Proposition 2 holds with R2 replaced by
D in the definition of D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). We remark that D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is a bornological alge-
bra with a canonical bornology coinciding with both the precompact bornology as well
as the von Neumann bornology (see [19, Appendix A] for definitions), and that the tensor
powers used to define Hochschild chains of D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) are bornological.
Proposition 2.
HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼=HH2(D2(h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼= C((h¯1))((h¯2)),
HHi(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))) = 0 for i 
= 0,2. 
2.2 The trace formula
Proposition 2 shows that the algebra D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) has, up to scalar, a unique trace.
For compatibility of our notation with that of [11], we put z := x+ iy, z¯ := x− iy where
i :=√−1. In this subsection, we prove the following explicit formula for a trace on
D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). For a real number r, let r denote the greatest integer ≤ r. For a∈
D2((h¯1))((h¯2)), let [a] denote the corresponding element in
HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))) = D2((h¯1))((h¯2))[D2((h¯1))((h¯2)),D2((h¯1))((h¯2))] .
Theorem 2. [1] 
= 0 in HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))). Let φ denote the unique C((h¯1))((h¯2))-linear
trace on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) such that φ(1) = 1. Then
φ( f) =
∞∑
k=0
(ih¯1)k
(k!)2
.
(∏k
l=1
{
l
2
+ (−1)l+1 2
l+1
2 h¯2
l + 1
})
.
∂2k f
∂zk∂ z¯k
(0,0), (2)
for any f(z, z¯) ∈C∞(R2)Z2 ⊂ D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). 
Before proving Theorem 2, we remark that Equation (2) can be interpreted as
a character formula for the spherical subalgebra D2 of the formal symplectic reflection
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algebraR. It would, for instance, be interesting to have analogous formulas for spherical
subalgebras of arbitrary formal symplectic reflection algebras. It would then be inter-
esting to compare generalizations of (2) for formal Cherednik algebras with character
formulas in [2, 3].
Proof. We first show (2) for any polynomial f(z, z¯) in D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). We shall perform
our computations in R, keeping in mind that D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is the spherical subalgebra
e.R.e of R (e := 1+γ2 ). To begin with,
[z, z¯]= ih¯1(1+ 2h¯2γ ) in R. (3)
It follows that
[z¯, z2]=−ih¯1(1+ 2h¯2γ )z− ih¯1.z(1+ 2h¯2γ ) =−2ih¯1z− 2ih¯1h¯2(γ.z+ z.γ ) =−2ih¯1z
⇒ [z2, z¯]= 2ih¯1z in R. (4)
It also follows that
[z, z¯q]=
q∑
k=1
z¯k−1ih¯1(1+ 2h¯2γ )z¯q−k
= qih¯1z¯q−1 + 2ih¯1h¯2z¯q−1
q∑
k=1
(−1)q−k.γ
= qih¯1z¯q−1 + ih¯1h¯2z¯q−1(1− (−1)q)γ in R. (5)
Therefore,
[z2, z¯p]=
p∑
k=1
z¯k−1.2ih¯1z.z¯p−k
⇒
[
z2
2ih¯1
, z¯p
]
=
p∑
k=1
z¯k−1.z.z¯p−k = pzz¯p−1 −
p∑
k=1
[z, z¯k−1].z¯p−k
= pzz¯p−1 −
p∑
k=1
(k− 1)ih¯1z¯p−2 −
p∑
k=1
ih¯1h¯2z¯
p−2(1− (−1)k−1).(−1)p−kγ
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= pzz¯p−1 − p(p− 1)
2
ih¯1z¯
p−2 − ih¯1h¯2z¯p−2γ.
p∑
k=1
(1− (−1)k−1).(−1)p−k
= pzz¯p−1 − p(p− 1)
2
ih¯1z¯
p−2 − ih¯1h¯22(−1)p
⌊ p
2
⌋
z¯p−2γ in R. (6)
Hence,
[
z2
2ih¯1
, zp−2z¯p
]
= zp−2
[
z2
2ih¯1
, z¯p
]
= pzp−1z¯p−1 − p(p− 1)
2
ih¯1z
p−2z¯p−2 − ih¯1h¯22(−1)p
⌊ p
2
⌋
zp−2z¯p−2γ in R.
(7)
Note that z2 and zp−2z¯p are elements of D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) for any p≥ 2. It follows from this
and (7) (with p= k+ 1) that
[zkz¯k]=
[
ih¯1
k
2
zk−1z¯k−1 + 2ih¯1h¯2(−1)
k+1 ⌊ k+1
2
⌋
k+ 1 z
k−1z¯k−1γ
]
in HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))). (8)
Note that, for f, g∈D2((h¯1))((h¯2)),
[ f, g]D2(( h¯1))(( h¯2)) = [ f.e, g.e]R = [ f, g]R.e.
Since γ.e= e, and each f ∈D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is identified with f.e ∈R,
[zkz¯k]= ih¯1
(
k
2
+ (−1)k+1 2h¯2
k+1
2 
k+ 1
)
[zk−1z¯k−1] in HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))) for any k≥ 1. (9)
Now recall from [11] that
[zz¯, g]= ih¯1
(
z
∂g
∂z
− z¯∂g
∂ z¯
)
. (10)
It follows from this that [zz¯, zpz¯q]= ih¯1(p− q)zpz¯q. Hence, for p 
= q, [zpz¯q]= 0 in
HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))). Hence, for f ∈ C[z, z¯]Z2 ⊂D2((h¯1))((h¯2)),
[ f ]=
∞∑
k=0
1
(k!)2
[zkz¯k]
∂2k f
∂zk∂ z¯k
(0,0) in HH0(D2((h¯1))((h¯2))). (11)
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Equation (2) follows from (11) and (9) for f ∈ C[z, z¯]Z2 . For arbitrary f ∈C∞(R2)Z2 ⊂
D2((h¯1))((h¯2)), (2) clearly makes sense. To complete the proof of the desired theorem, we
only need to verify that, for arbitrary f, g∈C∞(R2)Z2 ⊂ D2((h¯1))((h¯2)), φ([ f, g]) = 0, where
φ is given by (2). Let k be an arbitrary positive integer. By [11, Theorem 3.10] and (2), the
coefficients of h¯l1 in φ([ f, g]) for l ≤ k depend only on the jets of f and g at (0,0) of order
≤ p(k) for some function p :N → N. Since φ is indeed a trace on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) and since
there exists a polynomial f˜ ∈ C[z, z¯]Z2 (resp. g˜∈ C[z, z¯]Z2 ) whose jets up to order ≤ p(k) at
(0,0) coincide with those of f (resp. g), the coefficients of h¯l1 in φ([ f, g]) for l ≤ k vanish.
This shows that φ extends to a trace on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). 
Remark. Theorem 2 holds with R2 replaced by D in the definition of D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). 
2.3 A Hochschild 2n− 2-cocycle of Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C((h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2))
Let Wn−1((h¯1)) denote the Weyl algebra
C〈p1, . . . , pn−1,q1, . . . ,qn−1〉((h¯1))
〈[pi,qj]= h¯1δi jfor 1≤ i, j ≤n− 1〉 .
Recall from [10] that sp2n−2 acts on Wn−1((h¯1)) by derivations. Introduce coordinates
w1, . . . , w2n−2 with w2i−1 = pi and w2i = qi. Suppose ω0 =
∑
i dqi ∧ dpi = 12
∑
i, j ω
0
i j dwi ∧ dw j
. Then A= (aij) ∈ sp2n−2 if and only if the matrix (aij) is symmetric where aij :=
∑2n−2
k=1 ω
0
ika
k
j .
The derivation of Wn−1((h¯1)) corresponding to a matrix A is given by
f → [A˜, f ] h¯1 where A˜=
1
2
∑
i, j
aijwiw j.
Similarly, U (1) acts on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) via automorphisms. Explicitly,
exp(iθ)( f)(z, z¯) = f(zexp(iθ), z¯exp(−iθ)).
Proposition 3. The derivative of the above U (1)-action maps 1 ∈ u1 to the derivation
[zz¯,−] h¯1 of D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). 
Proof. One notes that, for the curve θ(t) = t,
d
dt
(exp(it)( f))|t=0 = iz∂ f
∂z
− iz¯∂ f
∂ z¯
= [zz¯, f ] h¯1 .
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The first equality above is by the chain rule and the second equality above is by
Equation (10). 
Equip Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) with the Lie bracket [, ] h¯1 . It follows that
one has a map of Lie algebras
sp2n−2 ⊕ u1 ↪→ Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2))
A⊕ α → 1
2
∑
i, j
aijwiw j ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ αzz¯.
(12)
Further recall that a sp2n−2-basic reduced Hochschild cocycle τ2n−2 of Wn−1((h¯1)) is con-
structed in [10]. Let ψ2n−2 be the unique Hochschild 2n− 2-cocycle of Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1))
D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) such that
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . ,a2n−2 ⊗ b2n−2) = τ2n−2(a0, . . . ,a2n−2).φ(b0  · · ·  b2n−2), (13)
for a0, . . . ,a2n−2 ∈ Wn−1((h¯1)) and b0, . . . ,b2n−2 ∈ D2((h¯1))((h¯2)).
Proposition 4. ψ2n−2 is sp2n−2 ⊕ u1-basic. In other words, for any γ ∈ sp2n−2 ⊕ u1 ⊕
C((h¯1))((h¯2)),
2n−2∑
j=0
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . , [γ,aj ⊗ bj] h¯1 , . . . ,a2n−2 ⊗ b2n−2) = 0, (14)
2n−2∑
j=1
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . , γ,aj ⊗ bj, . . . ,a2n−3 ⊗ b2n−3) = 0, (15)
for ai ∈ Wn−1((h¯1)) and bi ∈ D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). 
Proof. We verify this proposition for the case when γ = μ ⊗ 1 with μ ∈ sp2n−2 and the
case when γ = 1⊗ ν with ν ∈ u1. The case when γ ∈ C((h¯1))((h¯2)) is easy to handle and left
to the reader.
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For γ = μ ⊗ 1, [γ,aj ⊗ bj] h¯1 = [μ,aj] h¯1 ⊗ bj. In this case,
2n−2∑
j=0
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . , [γ,aj ⊗ bj] h¯1 , . . . ,a2n−2 ⊗ b2n−2)
=
2n−2∑
j=0
τ2n−2(a0, . . . , [μ,aj] h¯1, . . . ,a2n−2).φ(b0  · · ·  b2n−2) = 0, (16)
2n−2∑
j=1
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . , γ,aj ⊗ bj, . . . ,a2n−3 ⊗ b2n−3)
=
2n−2∑
j=1
τ2n−2(a0, . . . , μ,aj, . . . ,a2n−3).φ(b0  · · ·  b2n−3) = 0. (17)
The last equalities in (16) and (17) are because τ2n−2 is a sp2n−2-basic cocycle by [10].
For γ = 1⊗ ν, [γ,aj ⊗ bj] h¯1 = aj ⊗ [ν,bj] h¯1 . In this case,
2n−2∑
j=0
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . , [γ,aj ⊗ bj] h¯1 , . . . ,a2n−2 ⊗ b2n−2)
=
2n−2∑
j=0
τ2n−2(a0, . . . ,a2n−2).φ(b0  · · ·  [ν,bj] h¯1  · · ·  bn−2)
= τ2n−2(a0, . . . ,a2n−2).φ([ν,b0  · · ·  b2n−2] h¯1) = 0, (18)
2n−2∑
j=1
ψ2n−2(a0 ⊗ b0, . . . , γ,aj ⊗ bj, . . . ,a2n−3 ⊗ b2n−3)
=
2n−2∑
j=1
τ2n−2(a0, . . . ,1,aj, . . . ,a2n−3).φ(b0  · · ·  ν  bj  · · ·  b2n−3) = 0. (19)
The last equality in (19) is because the cocycle τ2n−2 is normalized (see [10]). 
2.4 A local Riemann–Roch theorem
For notational brevity, we use K to denote C((h¯1))((h¯2)) in this section. Fix an
N n. Put R := Wn−1 ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2(h¯1, h¯2)). Let g := glN(R) and note that sp2n−2(K) and u1(K)
are Lie subalgebras of gln(R) via (12) and the diagonal embedding R ↪→ gln(R). Let
h := sp2n−2(K) ⊕ u1(K) ⊕ glN(K). By [10, Section 3.1 and 3.2], ψ2n−2 may be viewed as
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a 2n− 2-Lie cocycle Ψ2n−2 ∈C2n−2Lie (g, h; g∗). Let ev1 : C2n−2Lie (g, h; g∗) →C2n−2Lie (g, h;K) be the
evaluation at the identity. We compute ev1Ψ2n−2. For this purpose, we closely follow
[17, Section 5].
Choose coordinates p1, . . . , pn−1,q1, . . . ,qn−1 of R2n−2 and a coordinate z of C1.
For an element a∈ R, let ai denote the homogeneous component of degree i. Note that
a2 =
∑
i, j aijwiw j + αz2 + βzz¯+ λz¯2 where w2i−1 = pi and w2i = qi. Let a′2 := a2 − α.z2 − λz¯2.
Then one has a h-equivariant projection
pr : g→ h,
M ⊗ a → tr(M)
N
a′2 + Ma0.
(20)
Let C ∈HomK(∧2g, h) be the curvature of pr with
C (v,w) = [pr(v),pr(w)] h¯1 − pr([v,w] h¯1).
One then has a Chern–Weil homomorphism χ : (S•h∗)h→C2•(g, h;K) defined by
χ(P )(v1 ∧ · · · ∧ v2k) = 1k!
∑
σ∈S2k
σ(2i−1)<σ(2i)
(−1)σ P (C (vσ(1), vσ(2)), . . . ,C (vσ(2k−1), vσ(2k))).
Proposition 5. For N n, χ : (Sqh∗)h→H2q(g, h;K) is an isomorphism for q≤n− 1. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of [10, Proposition 5.2]. The only (minor)
difference is that, for p,q≥ 0,
Hp(glN(R), S
qglN(R)
∗) = K when p= 2n− 2 and 0 otherwise. 
Form the subspace
Wn−1,1,N :=
{∑
i
fi pi ⊗ 1+ gzz¯⊗ 1+
∑
k
hk ⊗ Mk| fi, g,hk ∈ K[q1, . . . ,qn−1, z2]
}
.
Proposition 6. Wn−1,1,N is a Lie subalgebra of gln(R). 
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Proof. Wn−1,1,N is clearly a subspace of gln(R). The rest follows from direct
computations. For example, if g1 = g˜1(q1, . . . ,qn−1)z2k1 and if g2 = g˜2(q1, . . . ,qn−1)z2k2 , then
[g1zz¯⊗ 1, g2zz¯⊗ 1] h¯1 = g˜1g˜2[z2k1zz¯, z2k2zz¯] h¯1 ⊗ 1.
Since
[z2k1zz¯, z2k2zz¯] h¯1 = z2k1 [zz¯, z2k2 ] h¯1zz¯− z2k2 [zz¯, z2k2 ] h¯1zz¯= ih¯1(2k2 − 2k1)z2k1+2k2zz¯,
[g1zz¯⊗ 1, g2zz¯⊗ 1] h¯1 = 2i(k2 − k1)g˜1g˜2z2k1+2k2zz¯⊗ 1 ∈Wn−1,1,N .
Note that in the above computation we have used Equation (10). 
Put h1 =Wn−1,1,N ∩ h. Then h1 = gln−1(K) ⊕ u1(K) ⊕ glN(K). Denote by W˜n−1,1,N the
Lie-subalgebra of Wn−1,1,N of elements of the form
∑
i fi pi ⊗ 1+ gzz¯⊗ 1+
∑
k hk ⊗ Mk
where fi, g,hk ∈ K[q1, . . . ,qn−1].
Proposition 7. The Chern–Weil homomorphism χ : (Sqh1
∗)h1 →H2q(Wn−1,1,N, h1;K) is
injective for q≤n− 1. Further, H2q(Wn−1,1,N, h1;K) ∼=C2q(W˜n−1,1,N, h1;K). 
Proof. The proof of [17, Proposition 5.2] goes through in this case as well with minor
changes, which we shall point out. γ = Id and Wγk,n−k,N is replaced by Wn−1,1,N . With
notation paralleling that in the proof of [17, Proposition 5.2], the basis of Wn−1,1,N com-
prises qα j z2β j pj ⊗ 1, qαz2βzz¯⊗ 1, and qαstz2βst ⊗ Est where α, α j, and αst are multi-indices,
β j, β, βst ∈ N ∪ {0} and Est denotes an elementary matrix. As in [17], we study the h1-action
on HomK(∧•(Wn−1,1,N),K). The elements σ1 :=
∑n−1
j=1 qj pj ⊗ 1 and σ2 := zz¯⊗ 1 act diago-
nally in this case as well. The formula for the σ1-action is unchanged from that in [17].
That for the σ2-action is changed from the corresponding formula in [17] by a factor of
i :=√−1 . We present the formulas here in order to be explicit:
[σ1,q
α j z2β j pj ⊗ 1] h¯1 =
((
n−1∑
l=1
αlj
)
− 1
)
qα j z2β j pj ⊗ 1
[σ1,q
αz2βzz¯⊗ 1] h¯1 =
(
n−1∑
l=1
αl
)
qαz2βzz¯⊗ 1
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[σ1,q
αstz2βst ⊗ Est] h¯1 =
(
n−1∑
l=1
αlst
)
qαstz2βst ⊗ Est
[σ2,q
α j z2β j pj ⊗ 1] h¯1 = 2iβ jqα j z2β j pj ⊗ 1
[σ2,q
αz2βzz¯⊗ 1] h¯1 = 2iβqαz2βzz¯⊗ 1
[σ2,q
αstz2βst ⊗ Est] h¯1 = 2iβstqαstz2βst ⊗ Est.
The rest of the proof proceeds as in the proof of [17, Proposition 5.2] with the obvious
modifications. 
For X = X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ X3 ∈ sp2n−2(K) ⊕ u1(K) ⊕ glN(K), let
Aˆh¯1ChφCh(X) :=
⎛
⎝det
⎛
⎝ h¯1X12
sinh
(
h¯1X1
2
)
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
1
2
φ(exp(X2))tr(exp(X3)).
Here,  denotes the star product in D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) and X2 ∈ u1(K) is viewed as an element
of D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) via Equation (12). We are now in a position to state the local Riemann–
Roch.
Theorem 3.
[ev1Ψ2n−2]= (−1)n−1χ((Aˆh¯1ChφCh)n−1). 
Proof. By Proposition 5, there exists a unique polynomial Q ∈ (Sn−1h∗)h such that
[ev1Ψ2n−2]= χ(Q). Since Q is h-invariant, it is determined by its value on the Cartan
subalgebra a of h. The Cartan subalgebra a is spanned by the elements qi pi ⊗ 1 for
1≤ i ≤n− 1, zz¯⊗ 1, and 1⊗ Err for 1≤ r ≤ N. By Propositions 5 and 7, we have the fol-
lowing commutative diagram, whose vertical arrows are injective for k≤n− 1.
(Skh∗)h −−−−→ (Skh∗1)h1 −−−−→
id
(Skh∗1)
h1⏐⏐χ ⏐⏐χ ⏐⏐χ
H2k(g, h;K) −−−−→ H2k(Wn−1,1,N, h1;K)
∼=−−−−→ C2k(W˜n−1,1,N, h1;K).
Further, h and h1 have the same Cartan subalgebra a. Since invariant polynomials are
determined by their values on a, the horizontal arrow at the top left of the above dia-
gram is an injection. It follows that the horizontal arrow at the bottom left of the above
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diagram is an injection as well. Therefore, in order to determine Q, one may work with
the restriction of g to W˜n−1,1,N . The identity required to prove the desired theorem then
becomes an identity of cocycles rather than an identity at the level of cohomology. Hence,
ev1Ψ2n−2 = χ(Q) in C2n−2(W˜n−1,1,N, h1;K).
We now show that Q= (−1)n−1(Aˆh¯1ChφCh)n−1 as follows. Put
uij :=− 12q2i piδi j + qiqj pj, vir := qi ⊗ Err, wi := qizz¯.
Note that
[pi,uij] h¯1 = pjqj, [pi, vir] h¯1 = Err, [pi, wi] h¯1 = zz¯.
Further, pr(uij) = pr(vir) = pr(wi) = 0. As in the proof of [10, Lemma 5.3], it follows that
(ev1Ψ2n−2)(p1 ∧ x1 · · · ∧ pn−1 ∧ xn−1) = (−1)n−1Q
(
∂x1
∂q1
, . . . ,
∂xn−1
∂qn−1
)
, (21)
for any x1, . . . , xn−1 of the form uij for j ≤ i, vir, or wi. As in the proof of [10, Lemma
5.3], Equation (21) uniquely determines the polynomial Q. Proceeding as in the proof of
[10, Lemma 5.3], one shows that Q coincides with the polynomial whose restriction to a
satisfies
Q(M1 ⊗ a1 ⊗ b1, . . . , Mn−1 ⊗ an−1 ⊗ bn−1) = tr(M1 · · · Mn−1)φ(b1  · · ·  bn−1)
μn−1
∫
[0,1]n−1
∏
1≤i≤ j≤n−1
e h¯1ψ(ui−uj)αi j × (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1)du1 . . .dun−1. (22)
Here, μn−1 and ψ are exactly as in [10, Section 2.3]. Proceeding exactly as in the proof of
[17, Theorem 5.3], one then shows that Q(Y + Z) = (Aˆh¯1Ch)(Y).Chφ(Z) for Y=
∑
i νiqi pi +∑
r σr Err and Z = τzz¯with νi, σr, τ ∈ K. This proves the desired theorem. 
Remark. We note that every element X2 ∈ u1(K) is of the form τzz¯ for some τ ∈ K.
Applying Theorem 2, one immediately obtains the following formula for Chφ(X2):
Chφ(X2) =
∞∑
k=0
(ih¯1τ)k
k!
.
l=k∏
l=1
(
l
2
+ (−1)l+1 2
l+1
2 h¯2
l + 1
)
. (23)

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3 Hochschild Homology of AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))
Let M be a smooth, compact symplectic manifold with a symplectic Z2-action. Let ω
denote the symplectic form on M. Let Mγ2 denote a collection of codimension 2 com-
ponents of the submanifold Mγ of points fixed by the Z2-action. In [11], Halbout and
Tang construct a quantization AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) of AM/Z2((h¯1)), where AM/Z2((h¯1)) is the
Z2-invariant subalgebra of a quantization of C∞(M) with characteristic class ω. In
this section, we compute HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) as well as the Hochschild cohomology
HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)),AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))). Starting from this section, we consider C
∞(M),
AM/Z2((h¯1)), and AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) as bornological algebras with their canonical bornolo-
gies [19, A.6].
3.1 Construction of AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))
To start with, we reformulate the construction AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) of [11] in a way that
makes it convenient to compute Hochschild homology. AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is constructed in
three steps. Before proceeding with these steps, we fix a Z2-invariant almost complex
structure on M. This also defines a Z2-invariant metric on M. Fix any sufficiently small
positive real number . Let B denote an -tubular neighborhood of M
γ
2 . Let N denote
the normal bundle to Mγ2 . Let N denote the -neighborhood of the zero section of N. We
require that  be small enough for us to be able to identify B with N via the exponential
map with respect to some Z2-invariant metric on N. We fix this exponential map, which
we denote by exp.
3.1.1 Step 1: near Mγ .
We first explain the construction in the vicinity of Mγ2 . Let P denote the principal U (1)-
bundle of Hermitian frames on N. Over Mγ2 , one has the Dunkl–Weyl algebra bundle
V := P ×U (1) D2((h¯1))((h¯2)).
Let Jsp1 M
γ
2 denote the bundle of symplectic frames on TM
γ
2 . One also has a bundle of
algebras
W := Jsp1 Mγ2 ×Sp(2n−2) Wn−1((h¯1)),
over Mγ2 . Halbout and Tang [11] construct a Fedosov connection D on ∧•T∗Mγ2 ⊗
W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V. This makes (∧•T∗Mγ2 ⊗W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V, D) a sheaf of DG-algebras over Mγ2 . The
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corresponding sheaf of degree 0 flat sections is a sheaf of algebras over Mγ2 , which
we denote by AD. We note that, for any open subset U of Mγ2 , Γ (U,AD) ∼=C∞(U,V)
as vector spaces. Since D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) ∼=C∞(R2)Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) as vector spaces, Γ (U,AD) ∼=
C∞(U, P ×U (1) C∞(R2)Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼=C∞(N|U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) as vector spaces. As a result,
C∞(N|U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) inherits a new product  from Γ (U,AD). Let C∞(N) be the sheaf
on Mγ2 such that Γ (U, C∞(N)) =C∞(N|U ). The star product  inherited from AD makes
C∞(N)Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) a sheaf of algebras on Mγ2 .
Let d denote the (Z2-invariant) Riemannian metric on M. Consider open subsets
on N that are of the form exp−1(Nα,U ), where
Nα,U := {(x∈ M|d(x,U ) < α},
where U is an open subset of Mγ2 and 0< α ≤ . In what follows, we shall denote
exp−1(Nα,U ) by Nα,U itself, since it shall be clear from the context whether we are refer-
ring to a tubular neighborhood of U or its image in N|U via the map exp−1. Since the star
product on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is γ -local, the product on C∞(N|U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) restricts to one
on C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)). Clearly, the assignment
Nα,U → (C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ),
is a contravariant functor
({Nα,U },⊂) → algebras.
Near components of Mγ that are not in Mγ2 . On open subsets of M that are of the
form Nα,U , with α ≤  and U a subset of Mγ \ Mγ2 , we make the assignment
Nα,U → (C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), F ),
where F is the product coming from the Fedosov quantization of C∞(M \ Mγ2 ) with Weyl
curvature ω.
3.1.2 Step 2: away from Mγ
On M− := M \ Mγ , things are easy. Note that M− has a free Z2-action. The Fedosov quan-
tization AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)) of C∞(M−) with Weyl curvature ω yields a sheaf of algebras on
M− with a star product F .
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3.1.3 Step 3: patching
Let U be an open subset of Mγ2 . Let N
∗
α,U := Nα,U \ {x|x∈U }. Since the product on
D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) is γ -local, one further has restriction maps
(C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ) → (C∞(N∗α,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ).
Further, [11, Proposition 4.1] argues that (C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ) is isomorphic as alge-
bras to (Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 , F ). Note that one has a natural inclusion of algebras
(Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 , F ) ↪→ (Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))), F ).
Further observe that the collection of open subsets {U ⊂ M−|Uopen} ∪ {Nα,U |U ⊂
Mγ2 is open and 0< α ≤ } forms a base for the topology on M. We denote this base by
B . Consider the assignment
U → (Γ (U,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))), F ) for U ⊂ M−open
Nα,U → (C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ) for U ⊂ Mγ2
Nα,U → (C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), F ) for U ⊂ Mγ \ Mγ2 .
(24)
For an open subset V of M− and an open subset U of Mγ2 , the restriction map ρNα,U ,V
is defined via the isomorphism from [11, Proposition 4.1] mentioned above. In all other
cases, the restriction maps are natural.
Proposition 8. The assignment (24) with restriction maps defined as above gives a
B-presheaf of algebras on M. 
Proof. The only nontrivial verification we need to do is to verify the compatibility of
restriction maps for a sequence of open subsets of M of the form W⊂ Nβ,V ⊂ Nα,U , where
V ⊂U are open subsets of Mγ2 , β ≤ α, and W is an open subset of M−. The required ver-
ification follows from the commutativity of the following diagram where the horizontal
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arrows are the natural restriction maps:
C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) −−−−→ C∞(Nβ,V )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))⏐⏐ ⏐⏐
C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) −−−−→ C∞(N∗β,V )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))⏐⏐ ⏐⏐
Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 −−−−→ Γ (N∗β,V ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2⏐⏐ ⏐⏐
Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))) −−−−→ Γ (N∗β,V ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))).
The vertical arrows in the topmost square of the above diagram are the natural
restriction maps. Those in the middle square are the isomorphisms from [11, Proposition
4.1]. Those in the bottom square are natural inclusions. The bottom square obviously
commutes. The commutativity of the top square follows from γ -locality of the product
on D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). To understand the middle square, we recall the construction of the
isomorphism from [11, Proposition 4.1]. This isomorphism is constructed in two steps.
To start with, as pointed out in [11, Remark 4.3], one has a U (1)-equivariant isomor-
phism between D2((h¯1))((h¯2))|D∗ and WZ22 ((h¯1))((h¯2))|D∗ compatible with restriction to D∗′
for any ′ < . This enables the construction of an isomorphism of algebras between
(C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ) and (C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), W) where the latter algebra is con-
structed following Section 3.1.1 after replacing V by VW := P ×U (1) WZ22 ((h¯1))((h¯2)). Since
the U (1)-equivariant isomorphism between D2((h¯1))((h¯2))|D∗ and WZ22 ((h¯1))((h¯2))|D∗ com-
patible with restriction to D∗′ for any 
′ < , the isomorphism of algebras between
(C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), ) and (C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), W) is compatible with restriction
to N∗β,V for V ⊂U and β ≤ α. One then appeals to [12, Theorem 5.6] to note that since
(C∞(N∗α,U )
Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)), W) and Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 are quantizations of C∞(N∗α,U )
having the same characteristic class, they are isomorphic. The desired proposition
therefore follows once we see that the isomorphism from [12, Theorem 5.6] is compatible
with restriction to N∗β,V . This follows from the fact that Kravchenko’s construction [12]
is a local construction using a Fedosov-type connection. 
Denote the B-presheaf of algebras on M coming from Proposition 8 by F . One
constructs a presheaf of algebras ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)) on M by setting
Γ (U,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) := lim←−
V⊂U
V∈B
Γ (V,F).
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Clearly,
Γ (V,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼= Γ (V,F) for V ∈B . (25)
Proposition 9.
AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) ∼= Γ (M,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 . 
Proof. An element of Γ (M,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 is equivalent to a pair (α, β) such that
α ∈ Γ (M−,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 , β ∈ Γ (NMγ2 ,,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))), and β|N∗Mγ2 , coincides with
α|N∗
M
γ
2 ,
under the isomorphism of [11, Proposition 4.1]. By (25), this is precisely how ele-
ments of AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) are constructed in [11]. That the isomorphism of vector spaces
so obtained is an isomorphism of algebras is also immediate from the construction of
AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) from [11]. 
3.1.4 Some important recollections and observations
We recall that the algebra C∞(M) comes equipped with a canonical bornology (see [19,
Appendix A6]). As a result, the algebra C∞(M)Z2 is also equipped with the subspace
bornology (which we shall still call canonical). This induces bornologies on AM/Z2((h¯1))
and AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)). Similarly, sections of the presheafADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)) (and other sim-
ilarly constructed presheaves described in the following paragraphs) over each open
V ⊂ M are equipped with the canonical bornology. The isomorphism in Proposition 9 is
an isomorphism of bornological C((h¯1))((h¯2))-modules.
Further, note that for U ⊂ Mγ2 , U open, the product  constructed in Section 3.1.1
on C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) restricts to a product on C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))h¯2. This is because
the star product on C∞(R2)Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) coming from D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) restricts to a product
on C∞(R2)Z2((h¯1))h¯2. One also notes that the restriction map from C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))
to Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))) maps C∞(Nα,U )Z2((h¯1))h¯2 to Γ (N∗α,U ,AM−((h¯1))h¯2). This
is immediate once we note that the isomorphism between D2((h¯1))((h¯2))|D∗ and
W
Z2
2 ((h¯1))((h¯2))|D∗ used to construct the above restriction map in [11, Proposition 4.1]
is of the form id+ h¯2ν1 + higher order terms in h¯2.
One may therefore follow Section 3.1 (Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3) to construct a sub-
presheaf ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2 of the presheaf of algebras ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)) constructed in
Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3. We denote Γ (M,ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2)Z2 by AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2. We may view
AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2 as a filtered algebra with F−pAM/Z2 := h¯p2AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2 for p≥ 0. The
associated graded algebra with respect to this filtration is clearly AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2. Sim-
ilarly, the presheaf ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2 may be viewed as a filtered presheaf of algebras
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with F−pADunkl((h¯1))h¯2 := h¯p2ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2 for p≥ 0. The associated graded presheaf
of algebras with respect to this filtration is simply the presheaf A((h¯1))h¯2 constructed
following Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3 with D2((h¯1))((h¯2)) replaced by W
Z2
2 ((h¯1))h¯2. One notes
that Γ (M,A((h¯1))h¯2)Z2 ∼= AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2.
3.2 Computation of Hochschild homology
For the rest of the paper, any Hochschild chain complex of an algebra is a Hochschild
chain complex of a bornological algebra. The algebras we are working with are all
equipped with canonical bornologies (which coincide with their precompact as well as
with their von Neumann bornologies: see [19, Appendix A] for definitions). Recall that if
A is a bornological algebra, the (bornological) space of Hochschild k-chains of A is the
k+ 1-st bornological tensor power of A. The reader may refer to [19, Appendix A] for an
excellent introduction to the homological algebra of bornological algebras and modules.
Clearly, the assignment
U →C•(Γ (U,ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))),
gives a complex of presheaves of C((h¯1))((h¯2))-modules on M. We denote this complex of
presheaves by C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))).
Proposition 10. The natural map from global sections to hypercohomology
HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) → H−•(M,C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 ,
is an isomorphism of C((h¯1))((h¯2))-modules. 
Proof. It is clear that
C•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) = lim−→
p≥0
h¯−p2 C•((AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2, )).
Further, as complexes of presheaves on M,
C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼= lim−→
p≥0
h¯−p2 C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )).
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Further, the above isomorphism of complexes of presheaves is Z2-equivariant. Since
cohomology commutes with direct limits, the desired proposition follows from
Proposition 11, which follows. 
Proposition 11. The natural map
HH•((AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2, )) → H−•(M,C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )))Z2 ,
is an isomorphism of C((h¯1))h¯2-modules. 
Proof. Pick a Z2-invariant finite cover V of M by sufficiently small open sets. Then
H
−•(M,C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )))Z2 is the cohomology of the complex of Z2-invariant
cochains in
Tot⊕(CˆV(C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )))).
Note that C•((AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2, )) is a filtered complex with
F−pC•((AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2, )) := h¯p2C•((AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2, )),
for p≥ 0. Similarly, C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )) is a filtered complex with
F−pC•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )) := h¯p2C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )),
for p≥ 0. The natural map
C•((AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2, )) →Tot⊕(CˆV(C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, ))))Z2 ,
is compatible with filtrations, the filtration on the right-hand side being induced by
the filtration on C•((ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2, )). The E1pq-terms of the corresponding spectral
sequences are h¯−p2 HHp+q(AM/Z2((h¯1))) and h¯
−p
2 Hp+q(Tot
⊕(CˆV(C•(A((h¯1)))))Z2), respectively.
The spectral sequences on both sides converge by the complete convergence theorem.
It therefore remains to verify that the induced map on E1pq terms described above is
an isomorphism. Let Cp denote the B-presheaf of algebras such that Cp(V) =C∞(V)
and Cp(Nα,U ) =C∞(Nα,U )Z2 . As in the step immediately after Proposition 8, we con-
struct a presheaf of algebras out of Cp, which we shall continue to denote by C. An
argument essentially identical to that used to reduce Proposition 10 to the above
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verification can be further used to reduce the above verification to a verification that
the natural map between HH•(C∞(M/Z2)) and H•(Tot⊕(CˆV(C•(C)))Z2) is an isomorphism.
Let π :M → M/Z2 denote the natural projection. Note that the cover V := {Vα} of M
is such that the open subsets π(Vα) form an open cover W of M/Z2 (of course, if
π(Vα) = π(Vβ) for some α 
= β, we count π(Vα) only once in W). Note that the homol-
ogy H•(Tot⊕(CˆV(C•(C)))Z2) coincides with H•(Tot⊕(CˆW(C•(C∞M/Z2)))). The latter is pre-
cisely the hypercohomology H−•(M/Z2,C•(C∞M/Z2)). Since C•(C∞M/Z2) is a complex of fine
presheaves on M/Z2, the hypercohomology H−•(M/Z2,C•(C∞M/Z2)) is precisely the homol-
ogy H•(Γ (M/Z2,C•(C∞M/Z2))) of the complex of global sections of C•(C∞M/Z2). The Hochschild
k-chains in this complex are germs along the principal diagonal X → Xk of smooth func-
tions on Xk, where X = M/Z2. We are, therefore, reduced to showing that the Hochschild
complexes C•(C∞M/Z2) and Γ (M/Z2,C•(C∞M/Z2)) give the same homology. The localization
argument in [23, Section 3], which works for M/Z2 as well, does exactly this. 
We postpone the proof of the following proposition to Section 4. Let il :M
γ
2l → M
denote the natural inclusion from the collection Mγ2l of codimension 2l components of
Mγ into M.
Proposition 12. As complexes of presheaves on M, C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)) is quasi-
isomorphic to C((h¯1))((h¯2))[2n]
⊕⊕l≥1il∗C((h¯1))((h¯2))[2n− 2l], where C((h¯1))((h¯2)) is the
sheaf of locally constant C((h¯1))((h¯2))-valued functions. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Propositions 10 and 12.
Theorem 4.
HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼= (H2n−•(M,C)Z2
⊕
⊕l≥1H2n−2l−•(Mγ2l,C))((h¯1))((h¯2)). (26)

We remark that the right-hand side of (26) is the Chen–Ruan (or “stringy”) coho-
mology H2n−•CR (M/Z2,C)((h¯1))((h¯2)) of the orbifold M/Z2.
3.3 Hochschild cohomology of AM/Z2
Given Theorem 4, one is initially tempted to follow the Van Den Bergh duality argu-
ments in [4, Proposition 6] and then appeal to Van Den Bergh duality to compute
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HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)),AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))). However, even in the bornological setting, it is
not clear that AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) has a bimodule resolution by finitely generated projective
AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))-bimodules. We therefore adopt a different method inspired by [14] to
show that one has a Van Den Bergh duality-type isomorphism relating Hochschild coho-
mology to homology in our situation.
Let A := AM((h¯)) be the Fedosov quantization of C∞(M) with Weyl curvature ω.
Consider the algebra B := A Z2. Following [5, 17], one can construct trace density maps
χl : C•(B) → Ω2n−2l−•Mγ2l ,
for each l ≥ 0. Here, for l > 1, Mγ2l denotes the collection of components of Mγ of codimen-
sion 2l. By convention, Mγ0 := M. Recall, for instance, from [4] that HH•(B) = (HH•(A) ⊕
HH•(A, Aγ ))Z2 . The map induced on homologies by χ0, after this identification, coincides
with the map induced on homologies by the trace density χFFS that one may construct
in the situation of [10] following [5]. We also remark that the constructions of the χl are
local in nature on X := M/Z2. Let θ be a Hochschild 2n-cycle of B such that χ0(θ) = 1. The
cap product with θ gives a map of complexes
θ ∩ − : C•(B, B) →C2n−•(B).
Proposition 13. θ ∩ − is a quasi-isomorphism. 
We remark that the choice of the Hochschild 2n-cycle θ is not unique. Any
2n-cycle of B with χ0(θ) = 1 suffices.
Proof. We divide the proof into two steps.
Step 1: Recall that X := M/Z2. Let CB,• denote the chain complex of sheaves on X whose
k-chains are given by the sheaf associated with the presheaf
U →Ck(A(π−1(U ))  Z2).
Here, π :M → X is the natural projection. Let C•B denote the cochain complex of sheaves
(with Hochschild coboundary) whose sheaf of k-cochains is the sheafification of the
presheaf
U →Ckloc(B(U ), B(U )) :=Homloc((Acpt(π−1(U ))  Z2)⊗ˆk,A(π−1(U ))  Z2).
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Here the subscript “loc” means that we only include those cochain Ψ of
Hom((Acpt(π−1(U )) Z2)⊗ˆk,A(π−1(U ))  Z2) such that
π(suppΨ (a1, . . . ,ak)) ⊂∩ki=1π(suppai). (27)
Let C•loc(B, B) denote the subcomplex of C
•(B, B) comprising cochains satisfying
the locality condition (27). By [19, Proposition 4.1], the natural map of complexes
C•loc(B, B) →C•(B, B) is a quasi-isomorphism. Using a spectral sequence argument as
well as a localization procedure similar to that in [15, 23], show that the natural maps
C•(B) → CB,•(X) and C•loc(B, B) → C•B(X) are quasi-isomorphisms. Further, note that a cap
product with θ |U gives a map of complexes from C•B(U ) to CB,2n−•(U ) for each open U ⊂ X.
To see why this is the case, observe that even though θ |U is not compactly supported,
its cap product with an element Ψ of Ckloc(B(U ), B(U )) is well defined. This is because
Ψ (a1, . . . ,ak) makes sense even if a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak is not compactly supported: the condi-
tion (27) is equivalent to the condition that, for any x in π−1(U ), ψ(a1, . . . ,ak)(x) depends
only on the jets of a1, . . . ,ak at x and at γ.x (see, for instance, the proof of [19, Proposition
4.11]). It follows that θ ∩ − is defined as a map of complexes of sheaves from C•B to CB,2n−•.
Hence, one has the following commutative diagram:
C•(B, B)
θ∩−−−−−→ C2n−•(B)⏐⏐ ⏐⏐id
C•loc(B, B)
θ∩−−−−−→ C2n−•(B)⏐⏐ ⏐⏐
C•B(X) −−−−→
θ∩−
CB,2n−•(X)
.
Since the vertical arrows in the above diagram are quasi-isomorphisms, it suf-
fices to check that the bottom arrow is a quasi-isomorphism. Since CB,• as well as
C•B are complexes of fine sheaves on X, the bottom arrow in the above diagram is
the map induced by θ ∩ − on hypercohomologies. It therefore suffices to verify that
θ ∩ − : C•B → CB,2n−• is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of sheaves on X. This is a local
verification. We outline it for a sufficiently small Darboux neighborhood U := V/Z2 of a
point on the singular locus of X. The (more straightforward) verification for U , a neigh-
borhood of a point not contained in the singular locus, is left to the reader.
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Step 2: Let V be have Darboux coordinates p1,q1, . . . , pn,qn with x2i−1 := pi and x2i := qi.
By [9, Theorem 5.5.1], we may assume that AV is isomorphic to a quantum algebra with
trivial Fedosov connection. Note that θ |U is a Hochschild 2n-cycle of AV  Z2 such that
χ0(θ |U ) = 1. We need to check that θ |U ∩ − is a quasi-isomorphism. Recall that HH•(AV 
Z2) = (HH•(AV ) ⊕HH•(AV ,AV,γ ))Z2 . Consider the Z2-invariant (reduced) cycle
c2n := 1⊗
∑
σ∈S2n
sgn(σ )xσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xσ(2n).
Further recall that
HH•loc(Acpt,V  Z2,AV  Z2) = (HH•loc(Acpt,V ,AV ) ⊕HH•loc(Acpt,V ,AV,γ ))Z2 .
Since χ0(θ |U ) = 1 and χFFS(c2n) = 1, our verification will be complete once we check
that c2n ∩ − : C•loc(Acpt,V ,AV ) →C2n−•(AV ) and c2n ∩ − : C•loc(Acpt,V ,AV,γ ) →C2n−•(AV ,AV,γ )
are quasi-isomorphisms. c2n ∩ − : C•loc(Acpt,V ,AV ) →C2n−•(AV ) is indeed a quasi-
isomorphism: the only nontrivial cohomology on the left-hand side is generated by the
0-cocycle 1, and c2n ∩ 1= c2n.
It remains to check that c2n ∩ − : C•loc(Acpt,V ,AV,γ ) →C2n−•(AV ,AV,γ ) is a quasi-
isomorphism. For this, we assume without loss of generality that γ fixes x1, . . . , x2n−2l .
As in the proof of [19, Proposition 4.4], one still has a Koszul resolution of Acpt,V as
Acpt,V ⊗ Aopcpt,V -bimodules. Using this resolution, HH•(Acpt,V ,AV,γ ) may be calculated as
the cohomology of the complex
Kpγ :=∧pW ⊗ AV ,
with
dγ (a⊗ ∂yi1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂yip) :=
2n∑
j=1
(−1) j(yj  a− a γ yj)∂yj ∧ ∂yi1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂yip.
Here, yi := x2i+1 for 1≤ i ≤n and yi := x2(i−n) for i =n+ 1, . . . ,2n. W denotes the linear
span of the ∂yi’s. Further, one has a projection from the (reduced) cochain complex
C•loc(AV ,AV,γ ) to K
•
γ . Moreover, there exists a generator Ψγ of the unique nonzero coho-
mology of C•loc(AV ,AV,γ ) whose restriction to ∧2lW∗ coincides with ∂y2n−2l+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂y2n.
Now, c2n may be viewed as the shuffle product of c2n−2l formed out of x1, . . . , x2n−2l and
c2l formed out of x2n−2l+1, . . . , x2n. This makes it easy to see that
c2n ∩ Ψγ = c2n−2l ,
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where the right-hand side of the above equation is formed out of x1, . . . , x2n−2l . The latter
is the generator of the (unique) nonzero homology HH2n−2l(AV ,AV,γ ). 
Theorem 5.
HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)),AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) ∼=H•CR(M/Z2,C)((h¯1))((h¯2)). 
Proof. Let A0 := AM/Z2((h¯1)). Let P := eB and let Q := Be where e := 1+γ2 . There are
natural bimodule isomorphisms u: P ⊗B Q→ A0 and v : Q⊗A0 P → B. One checks that
(A0, B, P , Q,u, v) forms a Morita context in the sense of [19, Appendix A7]. It follows
that A0 and B are Morita equivalent as bornological algebras.
Since HH2n(B) ∼= C((h¯1)), Proposition 13 can be restated to say that the map
HH2n(B) ⊗C(( h¯1)) HH•(B, B) →HH2n−•(B),
α ⊗ β → α ∩ β,
(28)
ofC((h¯1))-modules is an isomorphism. Since A0 and B areMorita equivalent as bornolog-
ical algebras, the map
HH2n(A0) ⊗C(( h¯1)) HH•(A0, A0) →HH2n−•(A0)
α ⊗ β → α ∩ β,
(29)
is an isomorphism of C((h¯1))-modules.
Note that C•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) as well as C
•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)),AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)))
are complexes filtered by powers of h¯2. By Theorem 4 and C((h¯1))((h¯2))-linearity, there
exists a 2n-cycle θ in C•(AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2) representing a nonzero homology class in
HH2n(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))). We claim that, for a suitable choice of θ , θ ∩ − is an isomor-
phism. Let θ0 denote the image of θ under the map of chain complexes induced by the
homomorphism AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2 mapping h¯2 to 0. Note that θ ∩ − is a map of filtered com-
plexes whose associated graded map is θ0 ∩ −. Since the map (29) is an isomorphism,
θ0 ∩ − is an isomorphism whenever [θ0] 
= 0. We, therefore, need to show the existence of
a 2n-cycle θ of C•(AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2) such that [θ ] is nonzero in HH2n(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) and
[θ0] 
= 0. Proposition 17 in Section 4.5 does exactly this, proving the desired theorem. 
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4 Traces
As in Section 2.4, K := C((h¯1))((h¯2)). We construct a trace density
χγ : C•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) → Ω2n−2−•(Mγ2 )((h¯1))((h¯2)).
This is a map of complexes of K-vector spaces (with the right-hand side equipped with
the de-Rham differential). We prove an algebraic index theorem computing χγ (1). In
fact, our construction of the trace density χγ extends to yield a map of complexes of
presheaves C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → i2∗Ω2n−2−•Mγ2 ((h¯1))((h¯2)) on M. This may be viewed as
a map λ : C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → i2∗KMγ2 [2n− 2] in the derived category of presheaves
on M. Similar trace densities λl : C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → i2l∗KMγ2l [2n− 2l]((h¯1))((h¯2)) can
be constructed for l > 1. The key parts of the latter construction are in [17]. We skip
the latter construction in order to avoid being repetitive. We also construct a map
μ : C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → KM[2n] in the derived category of presheaves on M. At the end
of this section, we will show that λ ⊕ μ is a quasi-isomorphism when Mγ = Mγ2 . More
generally, the same method (with some more notation chasing) as that used at the end
of this section shows that ⊕l>1λl ⊕ λ ⊕ μ is a quasi-isomorphism. This completes the
proof of Theorem 4. The map μ mentioned above yields a trace χ0 on AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))
such that χ0 and χγ are linearly independent over C((h¯1))((h¯2)). In Section 4.5, we dis-
cuss some basic properties of χ0. In the process, we obtain a proposition that completes
the proof of Theorem 5.
4.1 Preliminaries
Notations in this section are as in Section 3.1.1. Recall that a sheafAD of algebras on Mγ2
is constructed by constructing a Fedosov connection D on ∧•T∗Mγ2 ⊗W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V. In [11],
D was constructed starting with a symplectic connection ∇T on TMγ2 and a Hermitian
connection ∇N on N. These induce connections ∂T and ∂N onW and V, respectively. This
makes ∇ := ∂T ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ∂N a connection on W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V. ∇ automatically extends to a
connection on
∧• T∗Mγ2 ⊗W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V. The connection D is then constructed as a sum
D =∇ + [A,−] h¯1 , (30)
where A∈ Ω1(Mγ2 ,W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V). Recall that D2 = [Θ,−] h¯1 where Θ ∈ Ω2(Mγ2 ,W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V)
is central. This implies that Θ ∈ Ω2(Mγ2 ,K).
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Recall from Equation (12) that one has a map of Lie algebras sp2n−2(K) ⊕ u1(K) →
Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2)). This induces a map sp(TMγ2 ) ⊕ u(N) →W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V of
bundles of Lie algebras over Mγ2 . We recall from [11] that
∇2 = [RT + RN,−] h¯1 , (31)
where RT ∈ Ω2(Mγ2 , sp(TMγ2 )) and RN ∈ Ω2(Mγ2 , u(N)). It follows that
∇A+ 12 [A, A] h¯1 = Θ − RT − RN . (32)
We remark that changing ∇T and ∇N changes ∇ (and hence A) by an element of
Ω1(Mγ2 , sp(TM
γ
2 ) ⊕ u(N)).
4.2 The first trace: construction of χγ
The construction of χγ follows the trace density construction from [5]. Since this con-
struction has been done in detail even in subsequent works (see [18, 20, 21, 26] for
analogs of this construction for cyclic and Lie chains, respectively), we just specify the
steps in this construction without providing detailed proofs of their validity.
Let U be an open subset of Mγ2 on which TM
γ
2 and N are trivial. Choosing trivi-
alizations of TMγ2 and N over U , one obtains an identification of sheaves of DG-algebras
( •∧
T∗Mγ2 ⊗W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V, D
)
∼= (Ω•(U,Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2))),d+ [θ,−] h¯1),
(33)
where θ ∈ Ω1(U,Wn−1((h¯1)) ⊗C(( h¯1)) D2((h¯1))((h¯2))) satisfies the Maurer–Cartan condition
dθ + 12 [θ, θ ] h¯1 ∈ Ω2(U,K).
Recall that AD is the sheaf of degree 0 flat sections of (
∧• T∗Mγ2 ⊗W ⊗C(( h¯1)) V, D).
Let× denote the shuffle product on Hochschild chains and let (θ)k denote the Hochschild
chain 1⊗ θ ⊗ · · · ⊗ θ with k factors θ . Following [5], one constructs a map
χγ : C•(Γ (U,AD)) → Ω2n−2−•U ((h¯1, h¯2))
a →
∞∑
k=0
(−1) k2 ψ2n−2(a× (θ)k),
(34)
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of complexes of sheaves on U . We remark that, in [5], dθ + 12 [θ, θ ]= 0 . However, as
pointed out in [18], Equation (34) gives a map of complexes in our situation as well.
Moreover, a different choice of trivialization of TMγ2 and of trivialization of N changes
θ by an element of Ω1(U, sp2n−2(K) ⊕ u1(K)). Since the cocycle ψ2n−2 is sp2n−2(K) ⊕ u1(K)-
basic (see Proposition 4), this change leaves the map χγ unchanged. As a result, the map
χγ is well defined globally on Mγ2 , giving us a map of complexes
χγ : C•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) → Ω2n−2−•(Mγ2 )((h¯1))((h¯2)),
(note that there is a natural map of algebras AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) →AD). Also, after a
choice of trivialization of TMγ2 and of N over U , A differs from θ by an element of
Ω1(U, sp2n−2(K) ⊕ u1(K)). It follows that Equation (34) may be rewritten as
a →
∞∑
k=0
(−1) k2 ψ2n−2(a× (A)k). (35)
4.2.1 A basic example
Let us consider the case when M ⊂ R2n is an open neighborhood of the origin with
symplectic form
ω =
n−1∑
i=1
dpi ∧ dqi + 12i dz∧ dz¯.
Let Z2 act on M such that (p,q, z, z¯) → (p,q,−z,−z¯). Then Mγ2 is given by the equation
z= z¯= 0 with p1, . . . , pn−1,q1, . . . ,qn−1 being Darboux coordinates for Mγ2 . In this case,
the connection  := ∂T ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ∂N (see Section 4.1) may be chosen to be d itself. Then,
D :=d+ δ is itself a (trivial) Fedosov connection where δ =∑2n−2i=1 dxi ∂∂yi . We remark that
here x2i−1 = pi and x2i = qi with yi being the corresponding fiberwise coordinates. For
this trivial Fedosov connection, the form θ is given by
∑
1≤i, j≤2n−2 ωi j y
i dxj where ωi j = 1
if {i, j} = {2k− 1,2k} for some k and ωi j = 0 otherwise. Therefore
(θ)2n−2 =
∑
σ∈S2n−2
sgn(σ )1⊗ yσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ yσ(2n−2)dp1 ∧ dq1 ∧ · · · ∧dpn−1 ∧ dqn−1.
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For any function on M of the form F = f(p,q).g(z, z¯), we see that
χγ (F ) = ψ2n−2(F × (θ)2n−2) = φ(g).τ2n−2( f × (θ)2n−2)
= φ(g) fdp1 ∧ dq1 ∧ · · · ∧ dpn−1 ∧ dqn−1.
Here φ(g) is given by the formula in Theorem 2. We may therefore rewrite the above local
formula as
χγ (F ) =
∞∑
k=0
(ih¯1)k
(k!)2
.
(∏k
l=1
{
l
2
+ (−1)l+1 2
l+1
2 h¯2
l + 1
})
.
∂2kF
∂zk∂ z¯k
∣∣∣∣
z=z¯=0
dp1 ∧ dq1 ∧ · · · ∧ dpn−1 ∧ dqn−1.
(36)
One can then argue as in the end of the proof of Theorem 2 to show that Equation (36) is
valid for arbitrary functions on M as well. Another point to note is that
χγ
⎛
⎝ ∑
σ∈S2n−2
sgn(σ )1⊗ yσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ yσ(2n−2)
⎞
⎠= 1. (37)
4.2.2 A remark for general M
We return to the general case, as in the beginning of this section. We recall from [9]
(see Section 5) that, for every x∈ Mγ2 , the symplectic form ω on M may be identified with∑n−1
i=1 dpi ∧ dqi + 12i dz∧ dz¯ over V := Nα,U for sufficiently small α for some neighborhood
U of x in Mγ2 . We denote the trivial Fedosov connection in Example 4.2.1 by D
0. We
also denote the corresponding sheaf of algebras on U by AD0 . Further, by imitating the
proof of [8, Theorem 5.5.1], one can prove the following analog of the “quantum Darboux
theorem” [8, Theorem 5.5.1].
Proposition 14. Γ (W,AD) is locally isomorphic to Γ (W,AD0) for some neighborhood W
of x contained in U . 
4.3 The algebraic index theorem
Let Θ, RT , RN be as in Section 4.1.
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Theorem 6. The 2n− 2-form
χγ (1) − h¯n−11
(
Aˆ(RT )Ch
(
−Θ
h¯1
)
Chφ
(
RN
h¯1
))
n−1
,
is an exact form on Mγ2 . 
Proof. Let P = (Aˆh¯1ChChφ)n−1. Then
χγ (1) = (−1)n−1ψ2n−2((A)2n−2) = (−1)
n−1
(2n− 2)! (ev1Ψ2n−2)(A
2n−2)
= (−1)n−1(ev1Ψ2n−2)(A∧ · · · ∧ A).
By Theorem 3, it follows that, modulo exact forms,
χγ (1) = χ(P )(A∧ · · · ∧ A).
Hence, for any vector fields ξ1, . . . , ξ2n−2 on M
γ
2
χγ (1)(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n−2) = χ(P )(A(ξ1) ∧ · · · ∧ A(ξ2n−2))
= 1
(n− 1)!
∑
σ(2i−1)<σ(2i)
(−1)σ P (C (A(ξσ(1)), A(ξσ(2))), . . . ,
C (Aσ(2n−3), Aσ(2n−2))).
As in [10], Amay be chosen so that pr(A) = 0. In this case, for smooth vector fields ξ, η
on M,
C (A(ξ), A(η)) =−pr[A(ξ), A(η)] h¯1 =−pr(∇A(ξ, η) + [A(ξ), A(η)] h¯1) = (Θ − RT − RN)(ξ, η).
The last equality above is due to (32). It follows that
χγ (1)(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n−2) = 1
(n− 1)!
∑
σ(2i−1)<σ(2i)
(−1)σ P (C (A(ξσ(1)), A(ξσ(2))), . . . ,
C (Aσ(2n−3), Aσ(2n−2)))
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= 1
(n− 1)!
∑
σ(2i−1)<σ(2i)
(−1)σ P ((Θ − RT − RN)(ξσ(1), ξσ(2)), . . . ,
(Θ − RT − RN)(ξσ(2n−3), ξσ(2n−2)))
= 1
(n− 1)! P ((Θ − RT − RN)
n−1)(ξ1, . . . , ξ2n−2).
Recall that, for any X ∈ sp2n−2(K) ⊕ glN(K) ⊕ u1(K),
1
(n− 1)! P (X, . . . , X) = P (X),
where the element P of (Sn−1h∗)h is being viewed as a linear form h⊗n−1 in the left-hand
side and a polynomial function on h in the right-hand side of the above equation. Hence,
modulo exact forms,
χγ (1) = (Aˆh¯1(RT )Ch(−Θ)Chφ(RN))n−1 = h¯n−11
(
Aˆ(RT )Ch
(
−Θ
h¯1
)
Chφ
(
RN
h¯1
))
n−1
.
This completes the proof of the desired result. 
4.4 Proof of Proposition 12
We will prove the proposition for the case when Mγ = Mγ2 . The general case is
proved in a completely similar fashion (with some extra notation to keep track of).
For this case, we denote i2 by i. Let j :M− = M \ Mγ → M denote the natural inclu-
sion. Let Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) denote the sheafification of the complex of presheaves
C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))). We note that j∗Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) =Csh• (AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))), where
AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)) is the Fedosov quantization of the sheaf of smooth functions on M− with
Weyl curvature ω. One can apply the trace density construction of [5] to extend the
construction in [10] to a map of complexes χFFS : Csh• (AM−((h¯1))((h¯2))) → Ω2n−•M− ((h¯1))((h¯2)).
One has the following composite map in the derived category D(ShK(M)) of sheaves of
K-vector spaces on M, which we shall denote by μsh:
Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → Rj∗Csh• (AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))
Rj∗χFFS→ Rj∗Ω2n−•M− ((h¯1))((h¯2))
Rj∗Ω2n−•M− ((h¯1))((h¯2)) ∼= Rj∗KM− [2n]∼= K[2n].
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The last isomorphism in D(ShK(M)) is because K is an injective sheaf on M− (which
implies that Rj∗KM− ∼= R0 j∗KM− ) and also because Mγ2 is of codimension 2 (which implies
that R0 j∗KM− ∼= K). As a result, in the derived category D(PrShK(M)) of presheaves of
K-vector spaces on M, one obtains the following composite map, which shall be denoted
by μ:
C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) →Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → K[2n].
Here, the first arrow is the sheafification and the second arrow is the forgetful functor
applied to μsh. Proposition 12 is implied by the following stronger proposition.
Proposition 15. μ ⊕ λ : C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2))) → K[2n]⊕ i∗KMγ2 [2n− 2] is an isomorphism
in D(PrShK(M)). 
Proof. It suffices to verify that, for sufficiently small open subsets V of M, (μ ⊕ λ)|V
induces an isomorphism on homologies. We shall do this case by case.
Case 1: V ⊂ M−. In this case, i∗KMγ2 |V = 0. We therefore need to verify that
μ|V : C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V → K[2n]|V induces an isomorphism on homologies. But the
restriction |V factors through j∗. Hence μ|V coincides with the composite map
C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V →C•(AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V χFFS→ Ω2n−•M− ((h¯1))((h¯2))|V ,
in D(PrShK(V)). The first arrow in the above composition is a term by term isomorphism
of complexes of presheaves on V . The second arrow is known to be a quasi-isomorphism.
The reader may see [5] for the analogous assertion for the Hochschild chain complex of
the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators on a compact, complex manifold. Also,
a cyclic homology analog of this assertion is available in [26, Section 5.2].
Case 2: V = Nα,U for a sufficiently small open subset U of Mγ2 . This case is a
little more involved. By Proposition 2, C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V is quasi-isomorphic to
KV [2n]⊕ i∗KU [2n− 2] as complexes of presheaves on V . Since the sheafification is exact,
Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V is quasi-isomorphic to KV [2n]⊕ i∗KU [2n− 2] with the natural
adjunction from C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V to Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V inducing the identity
on homologies. For the rest of this proof, we identify C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V as well as its
sheafification with KV [2n]⊕ i∗KU [2n− 2] wherever it is convenient for us to do so. With
this identification, one may view μsh|V as a map in D(ShK(V)) from KV [2n]⊕ i∗KU [2n− 2]
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to KV [2n]. Note that
HomD(ShK(V))(i∗KU [2n− 2],KV [2n]) =HomD(ShK(V))(i∗KU [2n− 2], j∗KV\U [2n])
=HomD(ShK(V\U ))( j∗i∗KU [2n− 2],KV\U [2n]) = 0.
It follows that the composite map
i∗KU [2n− 2]→ i∗KU [2n− 2]⊕ KV [2n]
μsh→ KV [2n],
is zero in D(ShK(V)). On the other hand, the composite map
KV [2n]→ i∗KU [2n− 2]⊕ KV [2n]
μsh→ KV [2n],
is nonzero. This is because, applying j∗ to the above composite gives the composite map
KV\U [2n]→Csh• (AM−((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V\U
χFFS→ Ω2n−•M− ((h¯1))((h¯2))|V\U ∼= KV\U [2n],
which is the identity if the first quasi-isomorphism above is suitably chosen. It follows
that the composite map
KV [2n]→ i∗KU [2n− 2]⊕ KV [2n]
μ→ KV [2n],
is an isomorphism in D(PrShK(V)) and the composite map
i∗KU [2n− 2]→ i∗KU [2n− 2]⊕ KV [2n]
μ→ KV [2n],
is zero in D(PrShK(V)).
The remaining task is to check that the composite map
KV [2n]→ i∗KU [2n− 2]⊕ KV [2n]
λ→ i∗KU [2n− 2],
is zero and that the composite map
i∗KU [2n− 2]→ i∗KU [2n− 2]⊕ KV [2n]
λ→ i∗KU [2n− 2],
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is an isomorphism in D(PrShK(V)). We first note that, by its very construction, λ factors
through Csh• (ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))|V . We may therefore verify these facts in D(ShK(V)). For
the first of the above two facts, note that
HomD(ShK(V))(KV [2n], i∗KU [2n− 2]) =HomD(ShK(U ))(KU [2n],KU [2n− 2]) = 0.
The second fact is immediate from Proposition 14 and Equation (37) in the example
provided in Section 4.2.1. 
4.5 The other trace
As in the previous subsection, we assume that Mγ = Mγ2 in order to avoid notational
complexities. Our methods in this subsection work in the general situation with trivial
modifications. The map
H(μ) :H−•(M,C•(ADunkl((h¯1))((h¯2)))) →H2n−•(M,K),
induced by μ on hypercohomologies is Z2-equivariant. In particular, by Proposition 10,
it induces a map
χ0 : HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) →H2n−•(M,K)Z2 .
The degree 0 component of this map χ0 : HH0(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2))) →H2n(M,K)Z2 is another
trace on AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)). Unfortunately, since the construction of χ0 is not completely
explicit, we are not in a position to prove an algebraic index theorem computing χ0(1). It
would indeed be interesting to have an explicit index formula computing χ0(1). We how-
ever discuss some basic facts about χ0 that enable us to prove a proposition completing
the proof of Theorem 5.
We begin with the observation that μ restricts to a well-defined map
C•(ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2) μ−→ C((h¯1))h¯2[2n] in D(PrShC(( h¯1)) h¯2(M)).
By Proposition 11, χ0 “restricts” to a map of graded C((h¯1))h¯2-modules
χ0 : HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2) →H2n−•(M,C((h¯1))h¯2)Z2 .
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One has an algebra homomorphism AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2→ AM/Z2((h¯1)) induced by the map
C((h¯1))h¯2→ C((h¯1)) taking h¯2 to 0. The following proposition asserts that χ0 “quantizes”
χFFS.
Proposition 16. The following diagram commutes:
HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2)
h¯2 →0−−−−→ HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1)))⏐⏐χ0 χFFS⏐⏐
H2n−•(M,C((h¯1))h¯2)Z2
h¯2 →0−−−−→ H2n−•(M,C((h¯1)))Z2 . 
Proof. The construction of μ can be imitated step by step with ADunkl replaced by A to
obtain a map ν : C•(A((h¯1))) → C((h¯1))[2n] in D(PrShC(( h¯1))(M)). One clearly has the follow-
ing commutative diagram in D(PrShC(( h¯1))(M)):
C•(ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2)
h¯2 →0−−−−→ C•(A((h¯1)))⏐⏐μ ν⏐⏐
C((h¯1))h¯2[2n]
h¯2 →0−−−−→ C((h¯1))[2n].
Further, one also has the following commutative diagram in D(ShC(( h¯1))(M)):
C•(A((h¯1))) id−−−−→ C•(A((h¯1)))⏐⏐χFFS νsh⏐⏐
C((h¯1))[2n] −−−−→ Rj∗C((h¯1))[2n].
The bottom arrow in the above diagram is the natural adjunction map. The desired
proposition follows from the two commutative diagrams described above once we
observe that the map H•(M,C) → H•(M, Rj∗C) ∼=H•(M,C) induced via the adjunction
C → Rj∗C ∼= C is the identity. 
We remark that, with Proposition 16, one can see without difficulty that χ0
and χγ are linearly independent over C((h¯1))((h¯2)). Further, note that the argument in
the proof of Proposition 15 can be easily modified to show that μ ⊕ λ yields a quasi-
isomorphism between C•(ADunkl((h¯1))h¯2) and C((h¯1))h¯2[2n]⊕ i∗CMγ ((h¯1))h¯2[2n− 2] in
D(PrShC(( h¯1)) h¯2(M)). Together with Proposition 11, this implies that the trace map
χ0 : HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2) →H2n−•(M,C((h¯1))h¯2)Z2 is a surjection. By Proposition 16, one
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immediately has the first part of the following proposition (the second part being obvi-
ous). The reader is reminded that θ and θ0 have the same meaning as in the proof of
Theorem 5.
Proposition 17. There is a 2n-cycle θ of AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)) such that [θ0]= (h¯2 → 0)[θ ] 
= 0.
Further, the following diagram commutes:
HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))h¯2) −−−−→ HH•(AM/Z2((h¯1))((h¯2)))⏐⏐χ0 χ0⏐⏐
H2n−•(M,C((h¯1))h¯2)Z2 −−−−→ H2n−•(M,C((h¯1))((h¯2)))Z2 .

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